Ransomes Antelope 20" CUT

for versatile multi-purpose cutting

Long life, 4-stroke petrol engine with automatic recoil starter.

At 30 cuts per yard the Antelope can cut up to 1500 sq. yds. per hour.

Separate throttle and clutch controls, both easily adjustable for speed control.

Height of cut adjustable from ½” to 1½”—will cut grass up to 7” high.

Special non-skid drive wheels make for good traction—even on sloping ground.

5-knife heavy duty impact resistant cutting reel.

Ransomes lawn mowers are the sophisticated end product of our 130 years of experience. In all that time, the company have been in the forefront of grass care progress, and have pioneered most of the worthwhile improvements in mower design. In brief, Ransomes know how to make mowers. More important, they know from an immense practical field experience, how you will use them, and the kind of problems you are facing and solving daily. Mowers built in the light of this knowledge excel.

Because of it, a vast range has been developed, with performance values that make work study worthwhile; that enable close and economical costing of mowing schedules with machines matched exactly to the job.

Ransomes Sims & Jefferies Ltd., Ipswich

Manufacturers of the largest range of grass machinery in Europe
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